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ABSTRACT

The Multi-Vehicle Metric & Telemetry System (MMTS) is a complete range system
which performs real-time tracking, command destruct, and telemetry processing functions
for support of range safety and the test and evaluation of airborne vehicles. As currently
configured, the MMTS consists of five hardware and software subsystems with the
capability to receive, process, and display tracking data from up to ten range sensors and
telemetry data from two instrumented vehicles.

During a range operation, the MMTS is employed to collect, process, and display tracking
and telemetry data. The instrumentation sites designated for operational support acquire
tracking and telemetered data and transmit these data to the MMTS. The raw data is then
identified, formatted, time tagged, recorded, processed, and routed for display to mission
control and telemetry display areas. Additionally, processed tracking data is transmitted
back to instrumentation sites as an aid to acquire or maintain vehicle track.

The mission control area consists of a control and status console, high resolution color
graphics stations, and large screen displays. As the mission controller observes mission
progress on the graphics stations operational decisions can be made and invoked by
activation of the appropriate console controls. Visual alarms provided my MMTS will alert
mission control personnel of hazardous conditions posed by any tracked vehicle. Manual
action can then be taken to activate transmission of the MMTS vehicle destruct signal.

The telemetry display area consists of ten fully-functional, PC compatible computers
which are switchable to either of two telemetry front end processors. Each PC can be
independently set up by telemetry analysts to display data of interest. A total of thirty data
pages per PC can be defined and any defined data page can be activated during a mission.



A unique feature of the MMTS is that telemetry data can be combined with tracking data
for use by the range safety functions.
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telemetry, tracking, vehicle.

INTRODUCTION

Control Data corporation (CDC) has been involved with range and telemetry systems for
over twenty five years. Spanning two generations of hardware evolution, CDC has
provided systems to government and industry at major ranges and test facilities throughout
the United States. Systems delivered by CDC have included standard and developed
hardware and software for support of all facets of range activities including real-time
operating systems and applications, telemetry acquisition and processing, telemetry
simulation, range safety, and post mission processing.

Although our systems are used in most functional areas of range support, no single
program has called for the development and delivery of a total range system.

Recently, however, CDC was afforded the rare opportunity to start from scratch to design
and develop a total range system for support of test and evaluation of airborne vehicles.

The contract for the system, termed Multi-Vehicle Metric & Telemetry System (MMTS),
required capabilities for:

1.  Processing and display of ten vehicle tracks on high resolution color graphics stations.

2.  Processing for range safety with background boundaries, instantaneous impact points
(IIP), and alarm for boundary faults displayed on high resolution color graphics stations.

3.  Processing and transmission of pointing data to all instrumentation sites.

4.  Processing of two telemetry stream with capability for real-time data display on ten
individual telemetry display consoles and capability to route telemetry data to tracking
and range safety functions.

5.  Command destruct capability up to 160 KM.

6.  Mission control console.

7.  Large screen displays.



Using the collective range experience and the program management, systems engineering,
software development, systems integration, and systems test capabilities available within
CDC, the MMTS shown in Figure 1 was developed in 18 months.

The following sections of this paper provide discussion of each of the MMTS subsystems,
interfaces, and some of the technical considerations which influenced their design.

MMTS ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 is a block diagram with data flow of the MMTS. The MMTS consists of five
subsystems, each of which is listed below by its acronym and name:

1.  FEP Front End Processor

2.  WES Telemetry Processing and Display Subsystem

3.  CS Computational Subsystem

4.  MCDS Mission Control and Display Subsystem

5.  CDS Command Destruct Subsystem

The architecture shown reflects a system design which meets customer specified
requirements for MMTS. While other configurations are certainly possible, the one chosen
was based upon experience which has shown that initial system level requirements seldom
remain constant and good system design will include adequate considerations for growth.

To ensure that growth considerations were addressed during MMTS design and
development, the following requirements were established:

1.  System functions shall be allocated to physically separated functional areas.

2. Functional areas shall be composed of standard hardware selected from a spectrum 
of compatible products of increasing capabilities.

3. Industry standard interfaces shall be used for communication and data transfer
between functional areas.

Taken together, the adherence to the above design requirements allows the MMTS to be
expanded incrementally. Because of functional separation and the use of standard
interfaces, subsystem to subsystem dependencies are reduced and system integration and



test efforts simplified. By requiring use of standard hardware, flexibility in vendor and
product selection is attained with the additional benefits of lower risk, lower cost, and
higher degree of maintainability than that associated with a development effort.

MMTS MODES OF OPERATION

The MMTS supports the following mission console selectable modes of operation:

Mission Mode - That mode of operation where all subsystem of the MMTS are in a real-
time state with the TPDS receiving real-time telemetry and the FEP receiving real-time
range sensor tracking data.

Mission Simulation Mode - That mode of operation where the CS and MCDS subsystems
are in a real-time state with the FEP reading FEP recorded range sensor tracking data from
magnetic tape. This mode of operation provides full system interaction and may be used
for pre-mission checkout and training.

Mission Evaluation Mode - That mode of operation where the CS subsystem is in a
simulation state reading a CS recorded mission history file with the MCDS subsystem in a
real-time state. This mode of operation provides a start stop capability in which all
processing, mission station displays, and console indicators are frozen.

In the discussions that follow, MMTS is presumed to be in Mission Mode.

MMTS DATA FLOW

Tracking and telemetry data are acquired by customer provided tracking sensors and
telemetry antennas. The tracking sensors are interfaced to the MMTS FEP with 10 sets of
modems and a combination of asynchronous and synchronous full duplex communication
lines operating at selectable rates up to 9600 baud. Telemetry data is interfaced to two
Telemetry Front Ends (TFE) within the TPDS with two customer provided telemetry
receivers.

The TFEs decommutate and process the telemetry streams and route the processed data
over 9600 baud asynchronous communication lines to ten PC compatible Telemetry
Display Consoles (TDC). Other selected data is routed by each TFE to the FEP via 9600
baud asynchronous communication lines and one TFE can route selected data to the FEP
via a high speed Direct Memory Access (DMA) data path.

Telemetry and tracking data received by the FEP is formatted, optionally recorded on
magnetic tape, and forwarded to the CS over a CDC standard input/output data channel.



Data received by the CS is processed, formatted, optionally recorded on mass storage, and
sent to the MCDS over an IEEE compatible Ethernet using Transmission Control protocol
(TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). The MCDS then transforms the received data for display
on three high resolution color graphics stations and large screen displays.

The data path from the MCDS to the CS is used for recording mission controller activities.
The data path from the CS to the FEP is used by the FEP to receive antenna pointing data
for transmission to the tracking sensors, telemetry antennas, CDS antenna, and to receive
current lamp settings for mission control console update.

FEP DESCRIPTION

FEP hardware and software was provided to CDC by GENEREX Corporation in Cape
Canaveral, Florida.

The FEP is a MODCOMP Classic II/45 computer which is used as a communications
processor to provide MMTS with external interfaces for the receipt and transmission of
range data and internal interfaces for routing of data between subsystems.

The FEP hosts the Real Time Interface program (RTFIP) which performs all
communication, message formatting, and data routing functions. Communication between
the FEP and CS is over a CDC standard CYBER input/output channel which is controlled
by a request and reply protocol established between RTIFP on the FEP side and RTOS on
the CS side. Data is exchanged in blocks of messages with individual messages identified
by type and source or destination codes.

In addition, RTIFP, uses interrupts from a time code translator to establish and maintain
the 100 millisecond processing cycle. Once established, the RTIFP transmits an interrupt
message to the CYBER every 100 milliseconds where it is used by RTOS to initiate the
real time computation task of the ATSRT.

TPDS DESCRIPTION

The TPDS was provided to CDC by Loral Instrumentation in San Diego, Calif.

The TPDS supports the synchronization, decommutation, processing, simulation, data
routing and display of two Pulse Code Modulated (PCK) telemetry streams at data rates up
to two million bits per second.

Two standard Loral Instrumentation ADS100s are included within the TPDS. Each
ADS100 is configured with an expansion chassis to hold six General Purpose Processors



(GPP) for RS-232 data routing functions to ten TDCs and the FEP. One ADS100 is
configured with a second expansion chassis to handle DMA transfers to the FEP, digital
tape recording, and processing of an asynchronous telemetry stream injected into the
primary stream by an airborne on-board processor.

A representation of the ADS100 configuration is shown in Figure 2. The features to be
noted here are the data routing capability and the unique use of PC compatible computers
as TDCs.

As shown, each ADS100 has the capability to route user selected data over twelve distinct
data paths. Two paths are provided to the MODCOMP FEP for telemetry data to be
forwarded to the CS where it may be recorded and/or used by the tracking and range
safety functions. The DMA, path is a high speed 16-bit parallel path with a transfer rate of
667K words/second. The GPP path is a 9600 baud asynchronous communication line.

The ten data paths to the TDCs are all 9600 baud asynchronous communication lines and
each of five GPPs controls two lines. Each TDC can be switched to either of the two
ADS100s thus providing the capability to route all data from either stream to any of ten
TDCs.

Each TDC can be independently set up with multiple data pages and multiple data display
formats. Any defined data page can be activated during real-time and any activated data
page can be modified. New data pages can also be defined and activated during real-time.

A total of thirty display pages can be defined on each TDC, ten each with the following
characteristics: Lists of up to fifteen named measurements with values displayed in
decimal, exponential, hexadecimal, octal, or binary; Bar Charts of up to fifteen named
measurements displayed in percent of full scale; and Graphs of one or two named
measurements displayed with percent of full scale as the Y-axis and sample count, 1 to
256, as the X-axis.

CS DESCRIPTION

The CS provides real-time computational capability for the MMTS. The hardware consists
of a CDC CYBER 180/830 central processor, 20 peripheral processors, 16 input/output
channels, two million words of memory, approximately one billion bytes of mass storage
and a complement of terminals and other peripheral equipment,

The CS hosts the Network Operating System (NOS), Real Time Operating System
(RTOS), Acquisition and Tracking Real-Tire (ATSRT) program, and other pre and post
mission software required for operation of the MMTS.



During a mission, the software executing in the CS operates in a real-time duty cycle of
100 milliseconds or less. That is, all input, processing, and output is performed in an
interval of 100 milliseconds or less. Should any cycle not complete prior to the start of the
next cycle, a processing fault is displayed on the mission control console in the MCDS.

RTOS, shown in Figure 3, is an extension to NOS for support of real-time applications.
These extensions provide the ATSRT with an interface to the FEP for real-time tracking
and telemetry data, a task execution manager, a real-time input and output capability for
magnetic tape and disk, and an interface to the CYBER 180/830 operator’s console.

ATSRT is the real-time application program and was provided to CDC by the GENEREX
Corporation in Cape Canaveral, Florida.

ATSRT, shown in Figure 4, consists of an initialization component and a control and
computation component. Each of these components is a FORTRAN subroutine and both
are executed as tasks under RTOS.

The initialization task is executed once and discarded. The computation task is executed
once every 100 milliseconds to interpret push-button and thumbwheel settings on the
mission control console; derive current coordinates for all tracked objects, best estimate
trajectories (BET), and the nominal track; predict IIPs for selected tracks; derive
acquisition coordinates for selected sensors and send them to the FEP for distribution;
update and send current lamp settings to the FEP for distribution to the mission control
console; record a mission history; and transmit selected raw and calculated data to the
MCDS.

MCDS DESCRIPTION

The MCDS contains three graphics stations and each consists of a high resolution (1024 x
1024) color graphics monitor, keyboard, and graphics tablet. The monitors are mounted in
two consoles and each monitor is connected to one large screen display located in a
viewing area. One console, termed the mission control console, contains a 10 x 10 panel of
push button switches with 200 indicators and a range sensor communications status panel.
The switch panel is microprocessor controlled and used to send real-time commands to the
FEP and the CS and to observe sensor and subsystem status during a range operation.

Some of the mission control functions available are: initiate or terminate Mission, Mission
Simulation (FEP playback), or Mission Evaluation (CS playback) modes of operation,
enable or disable BET processing, enable or disable FEP and CS history recording, enable
or disable processing of a sensor’s data, output sensor pointing data, and select tracked
object safety boundaries.



The MCDS displays tracking data received from the CS on the three graphics stations and
three slaved large screen displays. Each graphics station provides independent selection of
backgrounds, colors, and display content and each station screen can be divided into four
view ports. The selectable display content can include various track profiles of one or
more vehicles with associated range safety boundaries and instantaneous impact points.
other selectable forms of data display are: tracking data in text form, system and range
status, sensor differences, and miss distances.

MCDS also supports a sea surface clearance function by displaying a unique symbol,
identifier, heading indicator and ship track for multiple ships. To eliminate screen clutter,
all ship tracks or individual ship tracks can be turned off and on by operator command.

CDS DESCRIPTION

The CDS was provided to CDC by Loral Data Systems in San Diego, Calif.

The CDS, shown in Figure 5, provides for manually activated transmission of a command
destruct signal to terminate the flight of an airborne vehicle. The major components within
the CDS are: a tone encoder panel, command transmitter, power amplifier, antennas and
antenna switching matrix, command receiver, tape recorder, and a microprocessor antenna
controller.

The tone encoder panel provides the operator interface and allows the operator to activate
command tones of monitor, arm, and destruct. A signal strength meter and LEDs give
positive indication that selected tones are being radiated.

The CDS provides 250 watts of power with a selectable transmitter frequency range of
400 to 475 MHZ FM. Effective 360 degree coverage is provided by an OMNI antenna to a
range of 40 KM and 30 to 45 degree coverage is provided by a helix antenna to a range of
160 KM.

Antennas are pedestal mounted and manually adjustable for elevation. Azimuth control is
accomplished in local mode by front panel controls mounted on the microprocessor
antenna controller. In remote mode, the microprocessor antenna controller receives
commands and azimuth position data from the CS via the FEP over a RS-232
asynchronous communication line.



CONCLUSIONS

1.  At the time of this writing MMTS was under going operational test and evaluation.

2.  The MMTS is a complete range system that has been designed with rigid requirements
for maximum use of off-the-shelf hardware and functional separation of subsystems with
well defined subsystem interfaces.

3.  Although the MMTS may be considered as entry level when compared to large multi-
system ranges, the MMTS system’s design will support a phased on-line expansion of
individual subsystems for accommodation of changes and additional requirements.



Figure 2. Telemetry Processing & Display Subsystem

 



Figure 3. RTOS Functional Interfaces Figure 4. ATSRT Functional Interfaces



Figure 5. Command Destruct Subsystem


